
Call Police Services (PS) if you are nervous about a patron in the library. If a patron is unwilling to state their business in the library, call PS.

Conduct a threat assessment at your main place of work (in your office, at the desk). Where can you run? How would you hide? With what could you fight?

Langellier and Myers recommended that there be a workstation at the desk facing the door and to install a key fob entrance at the Loading Dock door.

Shooters have about 30 seconds to 2 minutes until the police arrive. Think about how and where you can avoid the shooter for 2 to 4 minutes.

The library’s evacuation space is the Ellipse, which is behind the library.

R. Scott does not know where the fire exits are, and states that firewalkers in the library don’t drill appropriately. B. Varner recommends that we should do a Library All walk-through of the building and drill correctly.